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Abstract
We consider the problem of finding the minimum element in a list of length N using a noisy
comparator. The noise is modelled as follows: given two elements to compare, if the values of the
elements differ by at least α by some metric defined on the elements, then the comparison will be
made correctly; if the values of the elements are closer than α, the outcome of the comparison
is not subject to any guarantees. We demonstrate a quantum algorithm for noisy quantum
minimum-finding
that preserves
the quadratic speedup of the noiseless case: our algorithm runs
p

N (1 + ∆) , where ∆ is an upper-bound on the number of elements within the
in time Õ
interval α, and outputs a good approximation of the true minimum with high probability. Our
noisy comparator model is motivated by the problem of hypothesis selection, where given a set of
N known candidate probability distributions and samples from an unknown target distribution,
one seeks to output some candidate distribution O(ε)-close to the unknown target. Much work
on the classical front has been devoted to speeding up the run time of classical hypothesis
selection from O N 2 to O(N ), in part by using statistical primitives such as the Scheffé test.
Assuming a quantum oracle generalization of the classical data access and applying our noisy
quantum minimum-finding
palgorithm,we take this run time into the sublinear regime. The final
expected run time is Õ
N (1 + ∆) , with the same O(log N ) sample complexity from the
unknown distribution as the classical algorithm. We expect robust quantum minimum-finding
to be a useful building block for algorithms in situations where the comparator (which may be
another quantum or classical algorithm) is resolution-limited or subject to some uncertainty.
This model of metrological errors is fairly general, arising not only in physics and statistics but
also in settings where human bias constitutes the noisy comparator, such as in experimental
psychology and sporting tournaments.
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Introduction

1.1

Background and motivation

Optimization is fundamental for a wide range of applications from artificial intelligence and statistical learning to finance and sports. An important class of discrete optimization problems are
problems where one is given a set of elements and one seeks the minimum (or maximum) element based on some comparison or preference relationship. For many sets, such as the integers
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{1, · · · , N }, there is an obvious ordering. For many other examples arising in practical applications
such ordering is subject to faults and imprecision. An example one may think of are preference
relationships of participants in an economic exchange, which are subject to randomness and human
foibles, in other words less consistent in practice than the axiomatic definition of von Neumann and
Morgenstern in the 1940s [15]. In another example, closer to the topic of this work, the preference or
comparison relationship may arise from a computation based on data, that is, it inherently contains
statistical fluctuations/sampling errors. An important question is whether the optimization problem of finding the minimum (or maximum) can still be solved using this faulty, imprecise, or noisy
comparison operation. We consider the problem of finding the minimum in a list of N elements,
each holding a value from a set with well-defined comparison relationship and distance metric. For
simplicity we assume these values are all distinct. Classically, the primitive for minimum-finding
is the operation of pairwise comparisons between list elements, each invocation of which we call
a ‘classical query’. We assume the primitive is implemented by an oracle O : [N ] × [N ] → [N ]
that takes as input the indices of two elements to compare and outputs the index representing the
smaller element. Using a standard generalization, a quantum version of this oracle performs the
same operation but with the additional assumption that coherent superpositions over input indices
are accepted and the oracle is a unitary circuit and hence reversible. The goal for a minimumfinding algorithm, quantum or classical, is then to minimize the number of queries. It is clear that
N − 1 queries are necessary and sufficient forclassical
minimum finding; Dürr and Høyer showed
√ 
[9] that a quantum computer requires only O N queries.
What if the comparison is noisy, adversarial or imprecise? We consider the following model of
noise: the comparison is correct if the elements being compared are more than a distance α apart;
otherwise, the comparison is arbitrary and possibly even adversarial. We give a quantum algorithm
for finding the minimum with such a noisy comparator, given an assumption on the density of
elements in the list. We show that on a quantum computer, the quadratic speed-up in query
complexity is preserved even in this noisy setting. This model of noisy comparisons is motivated by
the problem of hypothesis selection, itself an important subroutine for many distribution learning
problems. We use the Scheffé test, a well-known statistical primitive that compares two hypotheses
in terms of ℓ1 distance to an unknown distribution, and the result of this comparison is subject to
noise of the form described.

1.2

Notation

We denote by [N ] the set {1, . . . , N } and by [N ]′ the set {0, 1, . . . , N }. We denote Z+ the set
of all positive integers. Unless otherwise specified, all logarithms are in base 2. We use Õ() to
hide poly-logarithmic
factors in any of the variables. Define the ℓ1 -norm of a vector v ∈ RN as
PN
kvk1 = j=1 |vj |.

1.3

Problem statement and results

We concern ourselves mainly with the following problem:
Problem 1 (Robust minimum finding). Given a list of N distinct elements from a set {xi }N
i=1
with well-defined but inaccessible distance metric d(xi , xj ), find the minimum using an imprecise
or noisy pairwise comparator between elements. The comparator is imprecise in the sense that, for
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some fixed α ≥ 0, if d(xi , xj ) < α, then the result of the comparison between xi , xj can be > or <.
Otherwise, the result of the comparison is correct.
Our motivation for studying this problem comes from the following closely-related problem:
Problem 2 (Hypothesis selection). Given samples from an unknown distribution q and access (to
be defined) to a known set P = {p1 , . . . pN } of N ‘hypothesis’ distributions, output the distribution
p̂ ∈ P with the smallest ℓ1 -distance to the unknown distribution.
The relation comes from our choice to use a statistical primitive, known as the Scheffé test, as
a noisy comparator that decides which of two hypotheses is ‘closer’ to the unknown; that is, the
noisy comparison is on the metric induced by ℓ1 -distance to the unknown distribution. The Scheffé
test is an efficient way to obtain such a noisy comparator, requiring only a total of log(N )/ε2
samples in total, independent of the (possibly infinite) domain size. In contrast, computing the
ℓ1 -distance directly for every hypothesis would require a number of samples scaling polynomially
in the domain size and inverse-polynomially (with a large exponent) in the approximation error [3],
or (classically) a near-linear dependence on the domain size and inverse-quadratic dependence on
the approximation error [19, 13]. (Note that a maximum likelihood estimator for the ℓ1 distance
would require a linear dependence on the domain size.)
Since the comparator is noisy, we can only hope to approximate the minimum in both cases. As
such, we give algorithms for the above problems that have bounded error probability. We assume an
upper-bound ∆ on the number of elements within an interval of length α of any particular element.
Appropriately rescaling ∆ allows one to extend this assumption to unit balls in any arbitrary metric
space. This assumption is justified later.
At the core of our work is the quantum minimum finding algorithm by Dürr-Høyer [9]. We
extend this algorithm in two ways. We parameterize the total compute time in terms of the
number of pivot changes and also parameterize the finding of not a single but multiple ‘goodenough’ minima. In combination with classical minimum-selection algorithms, we then show that
the Dürr-Høyer algorithm can be applied to the noisy setting with modified run time and correctness
guarantees, which we call robust quantum minimum finding. The following theorem summarizes
this result.
Theorem 1. Given
 access to an imprecise comparator, robust minimum-finding can be
p quantum
N (1 + ∆) on a quantum computer, outputting with high probability an element
done in time Õ
within 2α of the true minimum.
The application of this theorem to hypothesis selection leads to a sublinear time algorithm. The
main result is as follows.

Theorem 2. For any ε > 0, given O ε12 log N samples from the unknown distribution q and access
a quantum circuit implementing the Scheffé test on the hyptheses
in P,
p
 hypothesis selection can be
N (1 + ∆) , outputting with probability
performed on a quantum computer with a run time of Õ
at least 1 − δ a hypothesis p̂ ∈ P that satisfies
kp̂ − qk1 ≤ 9 minkp − qk1 + ε.
p∈P
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1.4

Related work

Three veins of research converge in this work: classical search with imprecise comparators, classical
hypothesis selection, and quantum algorithms based on variants of Grover’s search.
The convergence of the first two has been known since 2014, when Acharya et al. [1] pointed out
that the Scheffé test functions act as a noisy comparator on the space of probability distributions
with an ℓ1 distance metric. This Scheffé test has proven itself a fundamental building block in
many statistical tasks, and underlies many density estimation results [7, 6, 5, 8]. Improving on
the efficiency of this key subroutine, as well as extending it to new settings such as privacy-aware
inference [4, 10], is therefore of significant importance, and as such has recently received a lot of
attention [1, 6]. Our work follows this line of research, and can be seen as porting this crucial
statistical building block to the quantum toolkit.
On the quantum front, many works have considered quantum search in various faulty models,
which essentially can be grouped into ‘coherent’ [14, 11, 17, 12] and ‘incoherent’ [18, 16] settings.
Høyer, Mosca, and de Wolf [11] consider the coherent setting where the oracle outputs the correct
value in most cases but with certain
outputs the wrong result. A simple ma
√ failure probability
jority voting algorithm yields a O N log N run time and the work uses an improved recursive
√ 
interleaving technique to obtain O N . Regev and Schiff [16] consider incoherent errors in the
sense that the output of the oracle is a statistical mixture of correct output and identity operation
(i.e., without coherence between the two outputs.) In this setting, the Grover speedup vanishes
and one obtains a run time of Θ(N ) as in the classical naive search algorithm.

1.5

Organization

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define notation, explain the noise model and
state some core subroutines. In Section 3 we review the quantum minimum finding algorithm.
In Section 4 we present the workhorse for the subsequent sections, the pivot-counting quantum
minimum finding algorithm. In Section 5 we present our two main quantum algorithms for finding
a good approximation to the minimum in a list. The first algorithm, entitled ‘Repeated PivotCounting Minimum Finding’, is a simple-to-analyze algorithm and the second algorithm, ‘Robust
Quantum Minimum Finding’ is a version with better guarantees but worse run-time. Finally, the
application of our algorithm to the problem of hypothesis selection is discussed in Section 6.

2

Minimum finding with a noisy comparator

We study minimum-finding in a list L := {xi }N
i=1 of elements xi , with well-defined but unknown
ordering relationship Comp(i, j) and distance metric d(xi , xj ). The true comparator never errs,
and so we shall sometimes refer to this as the ‘noiseless’ case. That is,
Comp(i, j) = arg min {xi , xj }

∀i, j ∈ [N ].

(1)

The true comparator defines the rank of the elements in the set. We assume that all elements are
distinct.
Definition 1 (Rank of an element). The rank of an element is defined with regard to the values of
the input list and their true ordering relationship. Formally, rank(j) := 1 + |{i : Comp(i, j) = i}|.
The element of rank 1 is the minimum-value element.
4

In the practical situation we are only given a noisy pairwise comparator that acts upon two
input indices i, j as

Comp(i, j)
if d(xi , xj ) > 1
(2)
NoisyComp(i, j) =
unknown (possibly adversarial) otherwise.
The noise model covers any comparator that cannot correctly distinguish inputs distance α apart
(we set α = 1). The noise here may appear intractable at first as we work without any probabilistic
guarantees on the comparator’s output when the elements are within distance 1 from each other
(informally, we say they are ‘close’). However, we make a simplifying assumption: we assume that
there is an upper limit on the number of list elements within any interval of length 1 from any
particular element: namely, at most ∆ elements can be contained in such an interval.
Definition 2 (Fudge zone of element j). The fudge zone of xj ∈ L, Fudge(j), is the set of elements
that the noisy comparator may make a mistake on when comparing with xj , not including xj itself.
That is, Fudge(j) := {x ∈ L \ {xj } : d(x, xj ) ≤ 1}.
Assumption 1. There exists ∆ ∈ [N ]′ such that at most 2∆ elements are contained in the fudge
zone of any element in the list. Formally, for all xj ∈ L we have |Fudge(j)| ≤ 2∆.
For instance, in the hypothesis selection setting, when the set of candidate hypotheses is obtained by a cover of the target distribution class (i.e., a gridding), as is the case in many applications,
Assumption 1 will hold, with ∆ a function of the granularity of the cover (see, e.g., [7, Chapter 7]
and [8, Chapter 6.5]).
Assumption 1 gives us a measure of control on the density of elements. This control allows
our conclusions to hold even when the comparator’s output on two ‘close-by’ elements is chosen
adversarially. In fact, they hold even in the presence of an adaptive adversary; that is, one who
need not decide on the outcomes of all possible comparisons beforehand, but may do so taking into
account the outcomes of all previous comparisons made by the algorithm. 1
Definition 3 (Adversarial/adaptive adversarial comparator). Taking our cue from [1],
1. An adversarial comparator has complete knowledge of the minimum-finding algorithm and
the input list L, but must fix its comparison output between every pair of elements before the
algorithm starts.
2. An adaptive adversarial comparator has complete knowledge of the minimum-finding algorithm
and the input list L; and the outcome of all previous queries made by the algorithm. It is
allowed to adaptively choose the output of the comparison on each pair of elements before each
query to the classical/quantum comparison oracle.
We will use as our main classical primitive a randomized algorithm from [1] for approximate
classical minimum-finding with a noisy comparator, known as COMB.
Definition 4 (t-approximation). An element y ∈ L is a t-approximation of the true minimum y ∗
if it satisfies d(y, y ∗ ) < t.
1

As in [1], we stipulate that once the outcome of a comparison between two elements is decided, it should be fixed
over the course of the algorithm. An outcome is ‘decided’ if that outcome is necessary for the comparator to produce
its output on some query.
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Theorem 3 (Run time and accuracy guarantees of COMB (Theorem 15 of [1])). There exists
a classical randomized algorithm, COMB(δ, S), that outputs a 2-approximation
of the minimum

element in the set S with probability at least 1−δ, using O |S| log 1δ queries to the noisy comparator.
This is true even if the noisy comparator is adversarial (or even adaptively adversarial).
In particular, COMB uses an expected number of queries linear in the size of the input set
even in the presence of adversaries. This algorithm is an improvement over the quadratic query
complexity of a classical tournament to find the minimum, wherein all pairwise comparisons between
list elements are made with the noisy comparator and the element that wins the most comparisons
is output.

3

Quantum minimum finding

We will use as our main quantum primitive the Dürr-Høyer Quantum Minimum Finding algorithm
[9], which builds on Quantum Grover Search. We will be mainly concerned with query complexity
in the classical and quantum cases, where query is taken to mean ‘query to an oracle’. As usual,
the query complexity is the main factor determining the total ‘run time’ of an algorithm. The
run time counts also additional circuitry required by the algorithm, such as preparing a uniform
superposition in O(log N ) gates, for example. To make classical and quantum settings comparable,
we encapsulate the classical comparator in a binary-output oracle. We first define a simple binary
function based on the output of the noiseless comparator (Equation 1).
Definition 5 (Noiseless oracle). For i, j ∈ [N ], let
(
1 if Comp(i, j) outputs j (i.e. xj < xi )
(0)
Oi (j) =
0 otherwise,

(3)

where the superscript (0) indicates that this function is for the noiseless comparator.
The subscript i is an implicit argument to the function; in our algorithm it will denote the index
of a pivot, to which all indices in the list are compared. For the noisy comparator (Equation 2),
define the analogous function.
Definition 6 (Noisy oracle). For i, j ∈ [N ], let
(
1 if NoisyComp(i, j) outputs j (i.e. NoisyComp thinks j < i)
Oi (j) =
0 otherwise.

(4)

We now apply the standard procedure (for instance given in [3], whose notation we follow)
for defining equivalent quantum oracles Ô (0) and Ô given the classical ones, O (0) and O: we
transform O (0) and O into a reversible form and allow it to accept coherent superpositions of
queries. In the following paragraph, when we refer to the oracle Ô, the same is true for Ô (0) , since
the transformation is the same for both.
The quantum oracle Ô is a unitary operator acting on a Hilbert space CN ⊗ CN ⊗ C2 equipped
with a standard basis {|ii ⊗ |ji ⊗ |ki}, i, j ∈ [N ], k ∈ {0, 1} such that
Ô|ii ⊗ |ji ⊗ |ki = |ii ⊗ |ji ⊗ |k ⊕ Oi (j)i
6

(5)

In other words, querying Ô on a basis vector |ii ⊗ |ji ⊗ |0i, one gets the output of the noisy
comparator Oi (j) in the last register, while retaining a copy of the input indices in the first two
registers to maintain unitarity. Note, however, that in this work we never use superpositions of the
pivot index i, which can rather be thought of as a classical parameter. It is easy to see that by
√
instead of |0i in the last register, the above oracle Ô flips the phase of a pair
using |−i = |0i−|1i
2
(i, j) of basis vectors on which Oi (j) outputs 1:
Ô|ii ⊗ |ji ⊗ |−i = (−1)Oi (j) |ii ⊗ |ji ⊗ |−i

(6)

We shall sometimes refer to this informally as ‘marking’ the basis vector |iji = |ii ⊗ |ji, or, when
i is fixed, ‘marking’ |ji. We shall count every invocation of operators Ô, Ô † as a single quantum
query.
The Dürr-Høyer Quantum Minimum Finding algorithm [9] is split into a quantum search subroutine from [2] (which we call QSearchWithCutoff) and an outer loop counting the total run
time and changing the pivot if a better candidate for the minimum is found. The loop in the
algorithm considers the total run time which is a combination of the run time of the steps inside
QSearchWithCutoff and the number of times this function is called. When noiseless comparison oracle Ô(0) is used, we will sometimes refer
√ to this as 2the ‘noiseless’ algorithm. Dürr and Høyer
[9] show that a total run time of Tmax = 22.5 N + 1.4 log N is sufficient to find the minimum with
probability 1/2.
The algorithms are as follows. The first one is the exponential search algorithm from [2] with an
explicit run time cutoff of Tcutoff added. When used as a subroutine in the Dürr-Høyer algorithm,
this argument is needed to enforce the overall run time cutoff at Tmax . In addition, we define a
flag b to control the counting of the log N step of preparing the uniform superposition as in the
Dürr-Høyer algorithm, which will be set to 0 by default in our subsequent algorithms.
Algorithm 1 QSearchWithCutoff(Ô, y, Tcutoff , b = 0, list = L)

Input: Ô, y, Tcutoff , b (bit for counting logs; by default 0), input list (by default L)
y ′ ← Unif[N ].
if Oy (y ′ ) = 1, then
Output: (y ′ , 0).
m ← 1.
λ ← 6/5.
Tsearch ← 0.
⊲ Current run time
′
while Oy (y ) = 0 and Tsearch ≤ Tcutoff do
P
Initialize a new register of size sufficient to hold j √1N |ji.
g ← Unif[m].
Apply g iterations of Grovers algorithm, where each iteration uses two queries to Ô.
Measure the system: let y ′ be the outcome.
Tsearch ← Tsearch
√+ g + b × log N .
m ← min(λm, N ).
Output: (y ′ , Tsearch )
We note that the original paper of Dürr-Høyer [9] references [2] which does not explicitly write
the step of uniform sampling then exiting if the element found is a marked one. This step is however
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necessary to deal with the case that the number of marked elements for a given pivot is more than
3N/4, as [2] make clear in the proof. 2
Algorithm 2 (Noiseless/Dürr-Høyer) Quantum Minimum Finding QMF(Ô) [9]
Input: Ô
√
Tmax ← 22.5 N + 1.4 log 2 N .
y ← Unif[N ].
TQMF ← 0.
Tsearch ← 0.
while TQMF ≤ Tmax do
(y ′ , Tsearch ) ← QSearchWithCutoff(Ô (0), y, Tmax − TQMF , b = 1).
TQMF ← TQMF + Tsearch .
if Oy (y ′ ) = 1 then y ← y ′ .

⊲ Current run time

Output: y

4

Pivot-counting quantum minimum finding

We introduce a new algorithm that can provide guarantees for quantum minimum finding using
the noisy oracle Ô. Our algorithm is conceptually very simple and differs from the Dürr-Høyer
Quantum Minimum Finding algorithm in two ways:
1. At each iteration, we run Quantum Exponential Search with a different way of cutting off
the run time. This cutoff bounds the run time but introduces the possibility that each
QSearchWithCutoff may fail to change the pivot.
2. We impose a cutoff not on the total run time, but on the number of runs of QSearchWithCutoff. Since the run time of that algorithm is bounded (see Point 1) this cutoff similarly
has the effect of making the total run time bounded.
We call our algorithm ‘Pivot-Counting Quantum Minimum Finding’ because of Point 2 above:
we count the number of attempts to change the pivot, i.e., the number of runs of QSearchWithCutoff. In the noiseless case this pivot counting is fundamentally not required and provides no
benefits − the original algorithm already provides run time and correctness guarantees. The noisy
oracle is somewhat less ‘well-behaved’: for instance, no longer is a rank-decrease guaranteed upon
every successful pivot change. Here, the pivot counting is actually the key in our proof to obtaining
both run time and correctness guarantees, since we are able to upper bound on the expected rank
improvement per successful pivot change in the presence of the noisy oracle.
2

Should it be the case that the number of marked elements t > 3N/4, the expected number of times this step
must be done is constant, because the probability of obtaining a marked element is given by a geometric random
variable with success probability 3/4. Therefore we do not account for it in the analysis of expected run time.
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Algorithm 3 Pivot-Counting Quantum Minimum Finding PivotQMF(Ô, ∆, Ntrials )
Input: comparison oracle Ô, ∆, Ntrials
k ← 0.
y ← Unif[N ].
for k ∈ [Ntrials ] do

q
N
← QSearchWithCutoff(Ô, y, 9 1+∆
).
′
′
if Oy (y ) = 1 then y ← y .
(y ′ , 0)

Output: y

We say a few words about Algorithm 1, QSearchWithCutoff, at our chosen run time cutoff
and with our noisy oracle. First, we remind the reader of the following fact about the infinite-time
version of this algorithm (i.e. Tcutoff → ∞) with the noiseless oracle.
Lemma 1 (From [2]: expected number of steps of Quantum Exponential Search). Let the current
pivot be of rank r > 1, i.e., not the minimum element. Quantum Exponential Search, which is
also QSearchWithCutoff(Ô(0)
q, y, ∞), succeeds in finding a marked element after an expected
number of Grover iterations of

9
2

N
r−1 .

We can provide an equivalent statement for the noisy oracle. Let ∆ and Ô be as given by the
noise model in Assumption 1.

Lemma 2 (Accuracy and run time guarantees of QSearchWithCutoff with noisy oracle and
with pivot of rank > ∆). Let ∆ ∈ [N ]′ and the current pivot y be of rank r such that N ≥ r > ∆.
Then
1. QSearchWithCutoff(
q Ô, y, ∞), finds a marked element at an expected number of Grover
N
iterations of at most 29 r−∆
. For r ≥ 2∆ + 1, we may thus upper bound the expected number
q
N
.
of steps as 29 1+∆

Proof. If the pivot is at rank r, the noisy oracle marks a number of elements that is at least
r − ∆ and at most r + ∆. Hence from Lemma 1, the expected steps until a marked element
is found can be upper bounded by the steps it takes to do the search on r − ∆ marked
elements.
q
N
2. QSearchWithCutoff(Ô, y, 9 r−∆
) succeeds in finding a marked element with probability
at least 12 .

Proof. Follows from Markov’s inequality and running for twice the expected number of steps.

In particular, the second item of Lemma 2 shows that there is some probability that each run
of QSearchWithCutoff will not find a marked element, and hence will not succeed in the pivot
change. Every run of QSearchWithCutoff can thus be viewed as a Bernoulli trial that succeeds
if the pivot is changed (i.e. Oy (y ′ ) = 1) or fails otherwise. Accordingly, we define the notions of
‘attempted’ and ‘successful’ pivot changes.
9

Definition 7 (Attempted pivot change). An ‘attempted pivot change’ is a single run of
!
r
N
.
QSearchWithCutoff Ô, y, 9
1+∆
Sometimes we refer to this as a ‘trial’.
Definition 8 (Successful pivot change). A ‘successful pivot change’ is an attempted pivot change
that outputs y ′ such that Oy (y ′ ) = 1. That is, a ‘successful pivot change’ is a single run of Quantum
Exponential Search that has successfully output a marked element.
The roadmap for the rest of this section is as follows: in subsection 4.1, we provide guarantees
on Algorithm 3 in terms of the number of successful pivot changes. Bearing in mind that we cannot
control the number of successful pivot changes directly since it is a random variable, in subsection
4.2, we show how the guarantees of the previous subsection translate to guarantees in terms of the
number of attempted pivot changes.

4.1

Guarantees in terms of successful pivot changes

Our guarantees are in terms of the ranks of elements, unknown to the algorithm but critical for the
proof. Accordingly, we introduce some notation.
Definition 9. For 1 ≤ i ≤ Ntrials , let ti be the rank of the pivot input into the i-th round of
QSearchWithCutoff in Algorithm 3. Then t1 , . . . tNtrials is the sequence of pivots input into the
Ntrials attempted pivot changes.
Note that if an attempted pivot change is not successful, the next attempted pivot change just
re-uses the old pivot. It will be useful to track also the successful pivot changes.
Definition 10. Let there be Np successful pivot changes out of Ntrials in Algorithm 3. For 1 ≤
i ≤ Np , let ri be the rank of the pivot input into the i-th successful pivot change (or equivalently
for i > 1, the rank of the pivot output by the (i − 1)-th successful pivot change). Then r1 = t1
and r1 , . . . rNp is the sequence of successfully-changed pivots attained by the Ntrials attempted pivot
changes.
Unlike in the noiseless case, a successful pivot change can also increase the rank of the pivot as
the noisy oracle can mark elements above the current pivot. Nevertheless, we will be able to provide
some guarantees on the expected next rank once a pivot has changed successfully. Intuitively, the
key idea for obtaining a guarantee is as follows: even with the noisy comparator, on expectation we
still make positive progress down the ranks for every successful pivot change, as long as the rank
of the current pivot is high enough. The lemmas in this subsection convey this intuition.
The following lemma bounds the ‘worst-case’ expected improvement (i.e. decrease) in rank
when a pivot changes successfully.
Lemma 3 (Worst-case rank change for ri > 3(∆ + 1)). For ri > 3(∆ + 1), the expected rank ri+1
of the next pivot (i.e., the new rank from a successful pivot change) satisfies
E[ri+1 | ri ] ≤

rX
i +∆
ri + ∆ + 1
2ri
1
s=
<
.
ri + ∆
2
3
s=1

This upper bound holds over all possible (including adversarial) choices of the noisy comparator.
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Proof. Let ri = r. Recall that ri+1 is the rank of the next pivot such that Oy (y ′ ) = 1 and the
pivot is changed. Consider a noisy comparator that marks all elements from rank 1 to r + ∆. This
implies that at the time that the rank r element was chosen as pivot, the active set (i.e. the set of
marked elements) comprised all elements in the set S = [r + ∆]; which can only be the case if the
noisy comparator exhibits ‘worst-case’ behavior, outputting that all elements in the fudge zone are
less than r. The expected rank after one step is
E[ri+1

r+∆
r+∆+1
1 X
s=
.
| ri = r] =
r + ∆ s=1
2

(7)

Here, the expectation is over the uniform output distribution of quantum exponential search (over
the set of elements marked less than r). In other words, the expectation value is simply the mean
rank of all elements in the active set at the time the pivot r was chosen. We now explore how
alternative outputs of the noisy comparator could change the active set (i.e. we show that the
above behavior of the noisy comparator is indeed the worst-case).
An alternative noisy output of the comparator would not mark some elements in S, resulting
in an alternative active set that differs from S by the removal of some ranks from S. By our
assumption on the size of the fudge zone, these ranks that might be missing are the ranks k such
) cannot
that r−∆ ≤ k ≤ r+∆. However, removing ranks above the mean rank of S (that is, r+∆+1
2
possibly increase the mean rank. Hence when ∆, r are such that the minimum rank that a noisy
comparator can remove (namely was r − ∆) satisfies r − ∆ > r+∆+1
, i.e., r > 3(∆ + 1) > 3∆ + 1,
2
r+∆+1
indeed upper bounds, over all possible noisy comparators, the expected rank
we get that
2
after one step.
Had a noiseless comparator been used instead, the expected one-step rank change would satisfy
E[ri+1 | ri ] = r2i since the output distribution of quantum exponential search is uniform on the set
of marked elements. This is why Quantum Minimum Finding finds the minimum in an expected
log2 N iterations. Lemma 3 conveys the critical intuition that while progress is somewhat slower
with a noisy comparator, all is not lost: while ri > 3(∆ + 1), we expect to make quick positive
progress down the ranks with each iteration of Quantum Minimum Finding.
Indeed, we may immediately use Lemma 3 to upper-bound the expected output rank of the
final successful pivot if all pivots have rank ≥ 3(∆ + 1):


N


log( 4∆+3
)
. If all pivots have
Lemma 4 (Bound on expected output rank E rNp +1 ). Let Np =
log(3/2)
rank above 3(∆ + 1), then E[rNp +1 ] ≤ 4∆ + 3.

Proof. Removing expectations one pivot at a time, we may relate E[rNp +1 | r1 ] to r1 as

 Np
   Np


2
2
2
E[rNp +1 | r1 ] = E E[rNp +1 | rNp ]|r1 ≤ E rNp | r1 ≤
r1 ≤
N.
3
3
3

(8)

where the first inequality follows from Lemma 3, the second inequality follows from a total of Np
applications of that Lemma, and the last inequality from the fact that the maximum rank is of
k
course ≤ N . Thus
to solve for k such that 23 N ≤ 4∆ + 3. Indeed we may verify that

 we need
N
log( 4∆+3
)
, this holds.
for all k > Np = log(3/2)
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Should the condition ri > 3(∆ + 1) not be satisfied, however, the following upper-bound on the
expected next rank still holds.
Lemma 5 (Worst-case rank change for ri ≤ 3(∆ + 1)). For ri ≤ 3(∆ + 1), the expected rank ri+1
after one successful pivot change satisfies
E[ri+1 | ri ] ≤ 4∆ + 3.

(9)

Proof. Take the maximum value of ri possible by assumption, i.e., 3(∆ + 1), and add ∆ to it,
leading to 4∆ + 3. The maximum possible rank of the successfully-changed pivot is 4∆ + 3 which
also bounds the expectation value.

4.2

Guarantees in terms of attempted pivot changes

Now we combine these past two Lemmas – which provide guarantees on expected rank in terms of
successful pivot changes – with the failure probability of each attempted pivot change. The purpose
of this section is to reason about the rank of the final pivot output by the Ntrials -th trial. We denote
this final pivot, which is also the output of Algorithm 3, as having rank tNtrials +1 . Below, let the
sequence of pivots t1 , . . . tNtrials be as in Definition 9.
The intuition of the arguments is as follows: in our sequence of pivots, either there is some
pivot i, 1 ≤ i ≤ Ntrials whose rank goes below a threshold of 3(∆ + 1), or not. We claim that
both cases ensure that the final pivot is ‘pretty-small’ on expectation – i.e., E[tNtrials +1 ] ≤ 4∆ + 3.
In the first case, that first pivot with rank below threshold is already ‘pretty-small’ and Lemma 6
uses induction to show that this property is preserved for all following pivots, including the final
one. In the other case, though all pivots are not pretty small, we can still show that on expectation
the final output rank is ‘pretty small’. Our two-step argument relates Ntrials to the number of
successful pivot changes (Lemma 7) through a Chernoff bound; and then, in Lemma 8, imports
the guarantees of Lemma 4 to bound the expected final output rank. We conclude in Theorem
4 by applying Markov’s inequality to bound the final output rank and stating the run time of
Algorithm 3.
Lemma 6 (Bound on expected output rank E[tNtrials +1 ] if intermediate pivot has rank ≤ 3(∆ + 1)).
If there is some pivot whose rank goes below 3(∆ + 1), E[tNtrials +1 ] ≤ 4∆ + 3.
Proof. Let τ , 1 ≤ τ ≤ Ntrials be the minimum index such that tτ ≤ 3(∆ + 1). We claim that if
τ ≤ Ntrials , then E[ti | tτ ] ≤ 4∆ + 3 for all i s.t. τ ≤ i ≤ Ntrials + 1.
To see this, we proceed by induction on i. We establish that E[ti | tτ ] ≤ 4∆ + 3 for the base
case, which is i = τ + 1. Either this pivot change succeeds or not. If the pivot change does not
succeed, then the same pivot is used at the next attempt, i.e., tτ +1 = tτ . But by the definition of
τ , tτ ≤ 3(∆ + 1) < 4∆ + 3 and so tτ +1 < 4∆ + 3, so clearly E[tτ +1 | tτ ] ≤ 4∆ + 3. If the pivot
change succeeds, then by Lemma 5, we know that E[tτ +1 | tτ ] ≤ 4∆ + 3.
Now we prove the inductive hypothesis: suppose E[ti | tτ ] ≤ 4∆ + 3 for all i up to k for
k < Ntrials , i.e., such that τ + 1 ≤ i ≤ k; we will show that E[tk+1 | tτ ] ≤ 4∆ + 3 also. Again
consider the two cases. If the kth pivot change does not succeed, tk+1 = tk and the same reasoning
as above gives the desired statement. If the pivot change succeeds, then there are two subcases:
either E[tk | tτ ] ≤ 3(∆ + 1) or 3(∆ + 1) < E[tk | tτ ] ≤ 4∆ + 3. In the first subcase, we are done,
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since then E[tk+1 | tk ] ≤ 4∆ + 3 by Lemma 5; in the second subcase, we apply Lemma 3 to conclude
that
2
2
E[tk+1 | tτ ] ≤ E[tτ +1 | tτ ] ≤ (4∆ + 3) < 4∆ + 3 ,
3
3
concluding the induction argument.
The following two Lemmas deal with the case that no intermediate pivot has rank below threshold. We first probabilistically relate the number of attempted pivot changes to the number of
successful ones. We use a Chernoff bound to make the probability of failure (i.e. obtaining < Np
successful pivot changes) less than N1 – this probability will suffice later (in Theorem 4) for a good
bound on the expectation value.
Lemma 7 l(Number of successful
pivot changes in Ntrials trials if all pivots have rank ≥ 3(∆ + 1)).
m
log(N/(4∆+3))
Let Np =
be the number of desired successes and Ntrials = ⌈8 max(Np , 2 ln N )⌉.
log(3/2)
Suppose all pivots in the sequence t1 , . . . , tNtrials are above rank 3(∆ + 1). Then with probability at
least 1 − N1 , there are Np successful pivot changes out of Ntrials attempted ones.
q

N
Proof. Since we have assumed r > 3(∆ + 1) while our run time is O
∆+1 , we may use Lemma 2

to see that each attempted pivot change succeeds with probability at least 21 . Let X be the Binomial
random variable corresponding to the number of successful pivot changes in Ntrials trials, where the
probability of success is at least 12 . From a Chernoff bound, for κ ∈ [0, 1],
1

2

P[X ≤ (1 − κ) · Ntrials /2] ≤ e− 4 κ Ntrials .
(10)
l
m
Recall that Np = log(N/(4∆+3))
is our desired minimum number of successful pivot changes. We
log(3/2)
would like to choose Ntrials so that the number of successful pivot changes is at least Np with
probability no less than 1 − 1/N , so that we may later use the lemmas from the previous subsection
which are based on the number of successful pivot changes. The above bounds leads to choosing


4
ln N
(11)
Ntrials =
κ2
for a κ which remains to be chosen. From the Chernoff bound, it suffices to choose it such
that
√
Np
4α+1−1
≥
α
:=
(1 − κ) · Ntrials /2 ≥ Np or, equivalently, 1−κ
.
This
is
satisfied
whenever
κ
≤
,
2 ln N√
2α
√
√κ2
and in particular for κ = min(1/2, 1/(2 α)) (as min(x, x) ≤ 4x + 1 − 1 for all x ≥ 0). Taking
ln N
), we obtain
κ2 = 14 min(1, 2 N
p
Ntrials = ⌈8 max(Np , 2 ln N )⌉ .

(12)

In other words, for Ntrials ≥ ⌈8 max(Np , 2 ln N )⌉, with probability at least 1 − N1 , there are at least
Np successful attempted pivot changes out of the Ntrials attempts.
Lemma
8 (Bound on expected output rank if all pivots have rank ≥ 3(∆ + 1)). Let Np =

N
log( 4∆+3
)
and Ntrials = ⌈8 max(Np , 2 ln N )⌉. If there is no pivot whose rank goes below 3(∆ + 1),
log(3/2)

then with probability at least 1 − N1 , there are Np successful pivot changes and E[tNtrials +1 ] ≤ 4∆ + 3.
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Proof. Lemma 7 gives that with probability at least 1 − N1 , out of these Ntrials trials, there are at
least Np successful pivot changes, each of which is above 3(∆ + 1). In that case, we may import
the guarantees of Lemma 4 to conclude that with probability at least 1 − N1 ,
E[tNtrials +1 ] = E[rNp +1 ] ≤ 4∆ + 3.

Theorem 4 (Accuracy and run time of PivotQMF). Let Np =

(13)



N
log( 4∆+3
)
log(3/2)



and Ntrials =

⌈8 max(Np , 2 ln N )⌉. With probability > 3/4, PivotQMF(Ô, ∆, Ntrials )q
succeeds in getting
an ele
N
ment of rank at most 16(∆ + 1) with a number of queries of at most O
∆+1 log N .

Proof. Lemmas 6 and 8 yield some measure of control over E[tNtrials ]: together they tell us that the
bad event where we cannot guarantee the number of successful pivot changes (and hence the final
rank) occurs with probability at most N1 . If so, we trivially bound the rank of the final pivot by N .
Otherwise, following the directives of these two Lemmas, we upper bound using E[tNtrials ] ≤ 4N/3.
This leads to an overall upper bound as follows:


1
1
E[tNtrials ] ≤ (N ) + 1 −
(4∆ + 3) ≤ 4∆ + 4.
(14)
N
N

Then, Equation 14 combined with Markov’s inequality using this upper bound on E[tNtrials ] leads to
the accuracy guarantee in the Theorem: that with probability at least 3/4, the actual rank tNtrials
is less than 4 times this upper bound on its expectation.
The run time guarantee follows straightforwardly from the run time of QSearchWithCutoff,
in Lemma 2, and the fact that Ntrials = O(log N ).

It is easy to see that by classically repeating PivotQMF for O log 1δ times, the success probability for finding the rank ≤ 16(∆ + 1) can be boosted to 1 − δ, and this is indeed what we do in
the next Section.

5

Robust Quantum Minimum Finding

In this section, we will introduce two algorithms that build on PivotQMF. The first is Repeated
Pivot Quantum Minimum Finding (RepeatedPivotQMF), an intermediate algorithm which simply repeats PivotQMF, and then performs a classical minimum selection on its outputs. The
second uses RepeatedPivotQMF as a subroutine for our eventual Robust Quantum Minimum
Finding RobustQMF algorithm.
Within the RepeatedPivotQMF algorithm, PivotQMF is used as a workhorse to rapidly
obtain the index of some element of low rank (i.e. ≤ 16(∆ + 1)). The algorithm proceeds in two
phases; in the first stage, we use PivotQMF with Ntrials = O(log N ) to find an element within
16(∆ + 1) ranks of the minimum (what we call a “pretty-small element”) with constant probability;
this itself is repeated log(2/δ) times to bootstrap the probability of finding at least one pretty-small
element to at least 1 − δ. This yields a pool, S, of log(2/δ) elements (stored classically) containing
with high probability at least one element that has rank ≤ 16(∆ + 1). Since the elements are
identified by their indices, more processing with the noisy comparator needs to be done on the
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pool to single out this best element. For this we use the algorithm COMB from [1] described in
Theorem 3. The algorithm is given in pseudocode in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Repeated Pivot Quantum Minimum Finding RepeatedPivotQMF(Ô, δ, ∆)
Input: Ô, δ, ∆
S ← ∅.
Stage I: Finding pretty-small element w.h.p.
for i = 1, . . . log4 (2/δ)
 do

y ← PivotQMF Ô, ∆, ⌈8 max( log(N/(4∆+3)
,
2
ln
N
)⌉
log(3/2)
S ← S ∪ {y}.
Stage II: Classical minimum selection with noisy comparator
Perform COMB(δ/2, S).
Output: Output of COMB(δ/2, S).
With the lemmas for PivotQMF in hand, we can now prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 5. Algorithm 4, RepeatedPivotQMF(Ô, δ, ∆) requires an number of queries of
r
 
 !
1
N
2 1
,
log(N ) log
+ log
O
1+∆
δ
δ
and, with probability at least 1 − δ, outputs an element whose rank is at most 18∆ + 16. This is
true even if the noisy comparator is adversarial (or even adaptively adversarial).
Proof of Theorem 5. We prove the accuracy guarantee first. Theorem 4 shows that with probability at least 3/4, a single round of PivotQMF outputs an element within 16(∆ + 1) of the
minimum. Therefore, if we repeat it log1/4 (δ/2) = O(log(1/δ)) times, the probability that none of
the repetitions of Stage I outputs such an element at most δ/2. Hence with probability 1 − δ/2,
the set S has the property that at least one of its elements has rank ≤ 16(∆ + 1). Condition on
this for Stage II, which takes in set S.
Theorem 3 guarantees that COMB(δ′ , ·) outputs a 2-approximation of the minimum with probability at least 1 − δ′ , even if the comparator is adversarial. We choose δ′ = δ/2. Conditioned on
Stage I succeeding, the rank of the minimum element in S is at most 16(∆ + 1); furthermore, from
Assumption 1 there are at most 2∆ elements within an interval of length 2. Hence with probability
1 − δ/2 the algorithm outputs an element within 16(∆ + 1) + 2∆ ranks of the minimum. A union
bound over the probabilities of error of the two stages yields the overall accuracy guarantee.
′
Now we prove the run time guarantee. The number of queries of COMB(δ′ ,S) is
 O(|S| log(1/δ )).
′
2
Substituting δ = δ/2, |S| = log4 (2/δ) yields a query complexity of O log(1/δ) . Adding this to
the run time of Stage I proven in Theorem 4 (multiplied by the log(1/δ) iterations) yields the total
query complexity.
RepeatedPivotQMF quickly finds an element of “pretty-small” rank, i.e., of rank at most
18∆ + 16 with high probability, at the cost of a multiplicative log( 1δ ) run time factor. It is possible, however, to obtain a better guarantee on the approximation of the minimum. If we had a
sublist of elements ranking below the “pretty-small” element that included the minimum, or closeto-minimum element w.h.p., we could run our classical minimum-selection algorithm on this sublist
15

to approximate its minimum element. Robust Quantum Minimum Finding, RobustQMF, simply
fixes the output of RepeatedPivotQMF as a pivot and repeatedly applies QSearchWithCutoff – always on the same pivot – to obtain such a sublist. Because the rank of the “pretty-small”
element is small, only linear-in-(1 + ∆) iterations are needed.
q
N
)
However, this brings up a potential problem: we use QSearchWithCutoff(Ô, Yout , 9 1+∆
which has a cutoff compared to the original Quantum Exponential Search. Thus we must be able to
bound its probability of finding a marked element, independent of the rank of Yout . For Yout of rank
< 1 + 2∆, there may be
qless than 1 + ∆ marked elements, but the expected run time of Quantum

Exponential Search is Nt for t being the number of marked elements. Hence our proposed time
cutoff actually runs it for less than its expected run time in that case. We deal with this problem
by introducing k dummy elements that are always marked by the comparator as less than Yout .
Introducing these dummy elements is as simple as appending to our original list of indices, K
indices that are ‘out-of-range’ of the comparator. This works because all elements are identified to
the comparator by their indices. This also incurs only a mild implementation overhead, requiring
a small constant number of additional gates as compared to the original oracle implementation of
the comparator. Since we have denoted our original input list as L, we denote the list that has
been modified as described above as L′ . Our algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm 5 Robust Quantum Minimum Finding RobustQMF(Ô, δ, ∆)
Input: Ô, δ, ∆
Stage I: Finding a “pretty-small” element with RepeatedPivotQMF
Yout ← RepeatedPivotQMF(Ô, δ/2, ∆)
Stage II: Finding even smaller elements
S ← {Yout }
T̃ ← 19∆ + 16
for i = 1, . . . 2 ln 2 log( 4δ )T̃ do
q
N
(yk , g) ← QSearchWithCutoff(Ô, Yout , 9 1+∆
, list = L′ ).
if OYout (yk ) = 1, and yk is not a dummy element then S ← S ∪ {yk }
Remove repeated elements from S.
Stage III: Classical minimum-selection with noisy comparator
Perform COMB(δ/4, S).
Output: Output of COMB(δ/4, S).
To succinctly describe our RobustQMF algorithm: the purpose of Stage I is to find a Yout with
rank < 16(∆ + 1) with high probability; the purpose of Stage II is to find a sublist of S<Yout that
includes the minimum element of this set (which we denote as min(S<Yout )) with high probability,
if such a minimum element exists; the purpose of Stage III is to find (a good approximation of)
this minimum element.
We now prove guarantees for this algorithm. For convenience, we define the following notation
which we will use in the next few Lemmas: Let r̃ := 16(∆ + 1) and T̃ := 19∆ + 16. Let S<i = {j :
Oi (j) = 1} be the set of elements that the noisy comparator deems less than element i.
From now on, we assume that S<Yout is not empty for the following reason: S<Yout could
only be empty if Yout is y ∗ or in the fudge zone of y ∗ , however in that case, all iterations of
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QSearchWithCutoff will either fail or return a dummy element (as those are the only marked
ones) and the for-loop adds no elements to S. S contains only Yout , so the entire algorithm outputs
Yout which is a 1-approximation of y ∗ , and our accuracy guarantees still hold. In particular, S<Yout
not being empty means its minimum exists.
Since Stage I is taken care of by the Theorems concerning RepeatedPivotQMF, we now consider Stage II. We first argue about its key subroutine, the probability of finding a marked element
with QSearchWithCutoff on the list L′ . More specifically, we compute how many dummy elements are needed to get a desired upper bound on expected number of Grover iterations of infinite
quantum exponential search, and then use Markov’s inequality to argue what the iterations cutoff
should be to obtain a success probability of at least 12 .
Lemma 9 (Required number of dummy elements in input list of Quantum Exponential Search).
Let the rank of Yout < 16(∆ + 1). For the input list L′ comprising L appended with K = 2∆ dummy
elements, the expected q
number of Grover iterations of Quantum Exponential Search with pivot Yout

on list L′ is at most

9
2

N
1+∆ .

Proof. Let t = |S<Yout |, which is also the number of marked elements for pivot Yout in the original
list, L. As explained earlier, it suffices to assume that t ≥ 1. If the rank of Yout < 16(∆ + 1), then
1 ≤ t ≤ 16(∆ + 1) + ∆. Also, the number of marked elements in the new list L′ is t + K because
additionally all K dummy elements are marked.
q

elements
The expected number of steps of quantum exponential search is 92 no. no.
marked elements . Since
q
q
+K
N
|L′ | = N + K, it suffices for us to solve for K such that NK+t
< 1+∆
. Since the square root is

a monotonic function and t ≥ 1, it suffices to find K such that

N +K
K+1

<

N
1+∆ .

N +K
N
<
↔ (N + K)(1 + ∆) < N K + N
K +1
1+∆
↔ N (1 + ∆) − N < K(N − (1 + ∆))




1+∆
N
∆= 1+
∆.
↔K>
N − (1 + ∆)
N − (1 + ∆)
Clearly if N > 2(1+∆) (which must also be true for the guarantees of Section 4 to hold),
1 so setting K = 2∆ suffices.

(15)
(16)
(17)
1+∆
N −(1+∆)

<

q
N
From Lemma 9, we may see that running QSearchWithCutoff with a cutoff of 9 1+∆
,
which is at least twice the upper bound on the expected number of iterations, succeeds in finding
some element in S<Yout with probability at least 12 . For Stage II to succeed, at least one of its
iterations must output min(S<Yout ). The following Lemma lower-bounds the number of iterations
of QSearchWithCutoff required in Stage II for this to happen.
Lemma 10 (Number of iterations required to output min(S<Yout )). If the rank of Yout < 16(∆+1),
then with probability at least 1−δ, within 2 ln 2 log( 1δ )T̃ iterations of QSearchWithCutoff(Ô,Yout ,L′ ),
at least one outputs min(S<Yout ).
Proof. From Lemma 9, every round of QSearchWithCutoff has probability at least 12 of succeeding in finding a marked element. The output distribution of QSearchWithCutoff is uniform
over the marked elements. Hence conditioned on it finding a marked element, with probability at
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least T̃1 , that element is min(S<Yout ). This is because there are at most 16(∆ + 1) + ∆ elements
in S<Yout and there are 2∆ dummy elements in L′ , making for at most 16(∆ + 1) + 2∆ + ∆ =
19∆ + 16 = T̃ marked elements in L′ . Multiplying the two probabilities,
P(QSearchWithCutoff outputs min(S<Yout )) >

1
.
2T̃

(18)

Define ‘failure’ as the event that a single trial of QSearchWithCutoff either does not successfully
find a marked element or finds a marked element that is not min(S<Yout ). Equation 18 implies that
P(fail) < 1 − 21T̃ . We would like to compute Ntrials so that the probability of all trials failing is
upper bounded,


1 Ntrials
P(all Ntrials fail) < 1 −
< δ.
(19)
2T̃
Using the lower bound

1
ln(1+z)

≤

Ntrials = log

2+z
2z

2T̃
2T̃ −1

∀z > 0, we obtain

 
 
log2 1δ ln 2
1
1
≤ 2 ln 2 log
T̃ .
=
1
δ
δ
ln(1 + 2T̃ −1 )

(20)

Theorem 6 (Accuracy and run time guarantees of RobustQMF). RobustQMF(Ô, δ, ∆), see
Algorithm 5, outputs an element y that is a 2-approximation
of the minimum element, y ∗ , with probq

N
1+∆ R̃ log(1/δ)

ability at least 1 − δ at a query complexity of O

+ (1 + ∆) log(1/δ) + log(1/δ)2

where R̃ := max (O(log (N )), O(∆ + 1)). This is true even if the noisy comparator is adversarial
(or even adaptively adversarial).

Proof. We prove the accuracy guarantee first. Theorem 5 tells us that w.p. at least 1 − δ/2, the
output of Stage I, Yout , is of rank at most 16(∆ + 1), and is stored classically. Condition on this.
For Stage II, Lemma 10 tells us that the output of Stage II, which is also the set that goes into
COMB, contains min(S<Yout ) with probability at least 1 − δ/4. Condition on this too.
Now, either Yout is in Fudge(1) (the fudge zone of the rank-1 element, y ∗ ) or not. If Yout is not
in Fudge(1), then y ∗ is not in Fudge(Yout ). In that case, S<Yout must contain y ∗ , min(S<Yout ) must
be y ∗ , and in particular, y ∗ is inside the set that goes inside COMB. Referring to the accuracy
guarantees of COMB in Theorem 3, the final output of the algorithm is a 2-approximation of y ∗
with probability at least 1 − δ/4. Otherwise, if Yout is in Fudge(1) or y ∗ itself, then the largest
possible element in S<Yout is the largest possible element e in Fudge(Yout ). By Definition 2 of the
fudge zone, d(e, Yout ) ≤ 1, and by the assumption that d(Yout , y ∗ ) ≤ 1 and the triangle inequality,
we may conclude that d(e, y ∗ ) ≤ 2. Since the output of COMB must be in the set S<Yout , the
output of COMB, y, must, again, satisfy d(y, y ∗ ) ≤ 2.
From a union bound, the total failure probability of the algorithm is δ/2 + δ/4 + δ/4 = δ and
if the algorithm does not fail, the guarantee on the rank of the output element is as stated.
Next, weq
prove the run time guarantee. The
 query complexity of Stage I follows from Theorem 5 as O

N
1+∆

log(N ) log(1/δ) + log(1/δ)2 . The run time bottleneck in Stage II is iterating

QSearchWithCutoff, so we will account only for the iterations3 . The total number of iterations
3

We can use an efficient data structure such as a red-black tree to remove repeated elements.
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q

N
in Stage II is at most 2 ln 2 log( 4δ )T̃ , and since each iteration takes a number of steps O
1+∆ ,
the total query complexity of Stages I and II is
!
r




N
N
log(1/δ) max 8 log 3/2
O
, 16 ln N, 2 ln 2(19∆ + 16) + log(1/δ)2 .
1+∆
4∆ + 3
The query complexity of COMB(δ/4, S) follows from Theorem 3 as O(|S| log(1/δ)). Thus we know

that |S| ≤ 17∆ + 16 = O(1 + ∆). Hence, Stage III incurs a number of queries of O (1 + ∆) log( 1δ ) .
Adding this to the query complexity for Stage I and II yields the result stated.
Name

Success prob.

Final guarantee

PivotQMF

3
4

rank(y) ≤ 18∆ + 16

RepeatedPivotQMF

1−δ

rank(y) ≤ 18∆ + 16

RobustQMF

1−δ

d(y, y ∗ ) ≤ 2

Run time
q

N
Õ
q 1+∆ 
N
Õ
p 1+∆ 
Õ
N (1 + ∆)

Theorem
4
5
6

Table 1: Comparison of the main algorithms in this work. Recall y ∗ is the true minimum element
of the list, and ∆ is an upper bound on the number of elements within distance 1 of any particular
element. We quote here simplified run time upper bounds and refer to the theorems for the exact
results.

6

Application: Sublinear-time Hypothesis Selection

Consider Problem 2 of choosing one hypothesis out of a set of candidate hypotheses P of size N
which is closest to a given unknown distribution q. Closeness is measured by ℓ1 distance and the
Scheffé test (described later; for more details see [7, Chapter 6]) is an efficient statistical surrogate
for comparing distances.
Acharya et al. [1] emphasize that hypothesis selection can be mapped to the problem of robust
minimum finding with a noisy comparator, when the relevant comparator between hypotheses
distances to q is the Scheffé test. In this Section, we show that with this comparator, the guarantees
of RobustQMF lead to a quantum speedup also for the problem of hypothesis selection.
Definition 11 (Hypothesis, informal). We define a hypothesis p over a domain D to be a probability
distribution (discrete/continuous) over some domain D. For each x ∈ D, p(x) is the probability
mass/probability density at x.
First we define the Scheffé set, which will be important to understand the Scheffé test.
Definition 12 (Scheffé sets). For all pi , pj ∈ P, let the corresponding Scheffé set be defined as
Sij = {x ∈ D : pi (x) > pj (x)}. For any hypothesis p let p(Sij ) be the probability mass of p in the
Scheffé set Sij .
For the Scheffé test we require the following way to access the the Scheffé sets and the probability
masses in the Scheffé sets. This access is convenient and appropriate for example in a setting where
the candidate hypotheses are from known families of distributions such as the Gaussian or Poisson
distribution [5]. In addition, sampling access to the true distribution is required.
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Assumption 2 (Data access). For all i, j ∈ [N ] assume the following access.
• Query access to Scheffé sets: For all Sij and for all x ∈ D, define query access to the Scheffé
sets in the sense that testing if x ∈ Sij takes time denoted by EOS .
• Query access to probability mass in Scheffé sets: Assume query access to the real number
pi (Sij ) in time EOp .
• Sampling access to unknown distribution: For the unknown distribution q, assume the ability
to draw samples x ∈ D with probability q(x). One sample is drawn in EOq . Once the samples
are drawn, assume query access to the samples.
The Scheffé test (which has the unknown distribution q as an implicit argument) is a statistical
surrogate for comparing the following ℓ1 distances: kpi − qk1 , kpj − qk1 .
Algorithm 6 Scheffé test
Input:
Access to distributions pi ∈ P and pj ∈ P according to Assumption 2,
{xk }K
k=1 i.i.d. samples from unknown distribution q.
1 PK
Compute µS = K
k=1 1xk ∈Sij .
Output: If |pi (Sij ) − µS | ≤ |pj (Sij ) − µS | output pi , otherwise output pj

Lemma 11 (Run time). A single Scheffé test between two hypotheses has a run time of EOSamp +
EOScheffe where EOSamp = K × EOq and EOScheffe = K × (EOS + 1) + 2 × EOp .
We now discuss the guarantees of this test. When applied to two hypotheses, pi , pj , and with
an unknown distribution q, with probability 1 − δ the Scheffé test outputs an index i ∈ [2] such
that
s
10 log 1δ
,
(21)
kpi − qk1 ≤ 3 minkpj − qk1 +
K
j∈[2]
where K is the number of samples drawn from the unknown hypothesis q. Choose K large enough,
see below, then the error becomes at most ε. The output of the Scheffé test satisfies, with probability
at least 1 − δ,

if kpi − qk1 < 13 kpj − qk1
 pi
(22)
p
if kpj − qk1 < 13 kpi − qk1
 j
either pi or pj otherwise.

The Scheffé test acts as a noisy comparator between two hypotheses: it chooses the one that is
closer to the unknown distribution, if one is significantly closer than the other. Otherwise there
are no guarantees on the output. Note that the result of the Scheffé test is deterministic given the
samples, which means that once the samples are fixed, every time the Scheffé test is invoked, it will
output the same result for every pair of hypotheses.
Minimum finding requires a comparator. Indeed, taking xi = − log3 kpi − qk1 recovers a noisy
comparator of the form given in Equation 2:

min {xi , xj } if |xi − xj | > 1
(23)
h(i, j) =
unknown
otherwise.
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Similarly to before, define the corresponding oracle.
Definition 13 (Scheffé oracle). For i, j ∈ [N ], let
(
1 if h(i, j) outputs j (i.e. h thinks j < i)
(S)
Oi (j) =
0 otherwise.

(24)

A call to the oracle costs EOScheffe .
Using the Scheffé test to compare pairs of hypotheses, this oracle maps directly to the setting of
minimum finding with a noisy comparator. We continue with introducing the quantum computing
framework. We assume the following natural quantization of the classical access Assumption 2.
Assumption 3 (Quantum access). For all i, j ∈ [N ] assume the following quantum access.
• Quantum access to Scheffé sets: For all Sij and for all x ∈ D, define quantum access to the
Scheffé sets in the sense that we are given a unitary circuit such that for fixed i and x we
(Q)
obtain |ji|0i → |ji|x ∈ Sij i with run time EOS .
• Quantum access to probability mass in Scheffé sets: Assume quantum access to a unitary such
(Q)
that for fixed i we obtain |ji|0̄i → |ji|pi (Sij )i in time EOp .
• Sampling access: Assume the same access to distribution q as in Assumption 2. The K
samples are fixed in advance and accessible via classical queries.
Definition 14 (Scheffé quantum oracle). Let the access as in Assumption 3 be given. For all
(S)
(S)
i, j ∈ [N ], let Ôi (j) be the unitary acting as |ji|0i → |ji|Oi (j)i. The cost of a call to the oracle
(Q)
shall be denoted by EOScheffe .
(Q)

(Q)

Lemma 12 (Run time). The Scheffé quantum oracle has a run time of EOScheffe = K × (EOS +
(Q)
1) + 2 × EOp .
Proof. The basic arithmetic operations performed in the classical Scheffé test can be replicated by
the equivalent quantum circuits. We take the accuracy to be a constant number of bits (say 64
bits.)
With these assumptions, we may apply our robust quantum minimum-finding algorithm.
Theorem 7 (RobustQMF for hypothesis selection). Given Assumption 1 and the input from
Definition 14, there exists a quantum algorithm with expected number of oracle queries
r
 
 !
1
1
N
R̃ log
,
+ (1 + ∆) log
O
1+∆
δ
δ
where R̃ := max (O(log (N )), O(∆ + 1)), that with probability at least 1 − δ outputs a hypothesis p̂
that satisfies
s
(N )
10 log δ2
kp̂ − qk1 ≤ 9 min kp − qk1 + 4
.
(25)
p∈Pδ
k
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Note that for any chosen accuracy ε > 0, the second term on the right hand side of Equation 25
can be made smaller than ε by taking k = O ε12 log N samples from the unknown distribution.

Proof. Let δ > 0 be a (constant)
probability of error, to be set later in the analysis.
Applying the
N
N
′
Scheffé test with δ = δ/(2 2 ), we get by (21) and a union bound over all 2 pairs of hypotheses
that the output of all possible comparisons between two hypotheses pi1 , pi2 (leading to output
j(i1 , i2 ))
s
(N )
10 log δ2
kpij(i1 ,i2 ) − qk1 ≤ 3 minkpij − qk1 +
,
(26)
k
j∈[2]

with probability at least 1 − N2 δ′ = 1 − δ/2. We can therefore, for the rest of the analysis,
condition on the set of k samples satisfying the above (which is the case with probability at least
1 − δ/2), after which the comparisons induced by the Scheffé test are deterministic and meet the
guarantee (23).
Since hypothesis selection can be mapped directly to robust minimum finding with the Scheffé
test as the noisy comparator, the quantum algorithm in question is simply RobustQMF. Theorem
6 states that if RobustQMF completes successfully, then it will output a 2-approximation of the
minimum. The approximation guarantee then emerges from Equation 21 and the transformation
xi = − log3 kpi − qk1 (for an elaboration, see [1, Theorem 16]). The query complexity is as stated.
(Q)
Note that each query costs EOScheffe from Lemma 12.
By a union bound, recalling the simultaneous probability of success of all Scheffé estimates
(which is 1 − δ/2 by our previous discussion) and that of the algorithm RobustQMF (again
1 − δ/2) , the algorithm outputs a hypothesis p̂ satisfying our requirements with probability at
least 1 − δ.
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Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a generalization of the original quantum minimum finding algorithm by Dürr and Høyer that makes it robust to a comparator that suffers from noise in distinguishing elements. We have achieved a quantum speedup for noisy minimum finding and subsequently
have applied this speedup to hypothesis selection. Hypothesis selection typically shows run times
linear in the number of hypothesis, while using quantum resources we can provide a sublinear time
algorithm.
We comment on some pragmatic modifications of our algorithms that might enable them to run
faster on a quantum device. Regarding quantum exponential search, we note that an algorithm with
similar run time and success probability guarantees called Fixed-point Amplitude Amplification [20]
was introduced. This algorithm can in principle replace the search component of the algorithms
discussed in this work. Secondly, in RobustQMF, we could implement a quantum counting step
just before Stage II to accurately estimate the number of elements marked by the noisy comparator
as less than Yout with at most a constant run time overhead. Subsequently, this number would be
used to decide T . This step may decrease the expected run time of Stage II by a constant factor.
In fact, our work may lead to a guarantee for the original quantum minimum finding. Note
that PivotQMF and the proofs contained therein can be viewed as an analysis technique for the
original QMF algorithm in the noisy setting. In Algorithm 2, instead of the value for Tmax derived
by Ref. [9], an increased Tmax will suffice to obtain one of the desired low-rank elements with high
22

probability. It is left for future work to improve the run time of our algorithms by log factors
analogous to the Dürr-Høyer algorithm and potentially with different assumptions on the noise.
This investigation will involve a direct computation of p(N, r) from Ref. [9] in the noisy setting.
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